Lighting That Will Enhance Your Moods.
Let’s Shine a Positive Light on Depression
With Mood-lites.
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“Andy Warhol once said that ‘a person is entitled to the lighting they need’ and I
believe that people need the ability to instantly change their lighting to suit their mood
or to indulge their spiritual, artistic or decorative side,” adds Goetzke.
The goal of bringing this product to light (no pun intended!) is to ensure 100% of the
350 million people affected by depression seek and receive treatment. Part of the
proceeds of the Mood-Factory product line is contributed to iFred.The unique wellness
products at the Mood-Factory are based on research about how sensory experiences
influence moods. Experts in the field of Aroma-chology, colors, psychology, nutrition,
and more were used to develop this exclusive line of products. Mood-lites are the
primary product category, and the focus is on the sense of sight and color, and are all
available in the following Moods: Sassy, Tranquility, Serenity, Renewal, Energy,
Passion, Creativity, and Happiness!
Mood-Factory, www.mood-factory.com, founded by Kathryn Goetzke in 2004, first came
to national prominence with the development of a new category of lighting with the
launch of Mood-lites, www.mood-lites.com, available in multiple “moods” ranging from
Happy™ to Passion™ to Serenity™. Goetzke is the founder of iFred (the International
Foundation for Research and Education on Depression), www.ifred.org, a non-profit
organization whose mission is to shine a positive light on depression and eliminate the
stigma associated with the disease through prevention, research and education. Its
goal is to ensure 100% of the 350 million people affected by depression seek and
receive treatment. Part of the proceeds of the Mood-Factory product line is contributed
to iFred. In 2004, in addition to launching the Mood-Factory, Kathryn Goetzke founded
the International Foundation for Research and Education on Depression (iFred),
www.depression.org, to shine a positive light on depression and eliminate the stigma
associated with the disease through prevention, research and education. Its goal is to
ensure 100% of the 350 million people affected by depression seek and receive treatment. Kathryn has seen first-hand the devastating affects depression has had on
friends and families and donates part of the proceeds of the Mood-Factory product-line
to iFred.

